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Dτ. ΕVΑNGELoS D. ΡRoToPΑPΑDΑKΙs
National and Kapodistrian University of Αthens

TΙ{E SToΙc NoTΙoN oF CosMIC SΥMPATHY
ΙN CONTΕMPORΑRY ENVΙROΙ\ΙMENTAL ETΙ{ΙCS

Αbstract: The ΙateΙ Stoics, especially - and most notably * Posidonius of
Αpamea' aΙlegedΙy the gΙeatest Ρolymath of his age and the last in a ceΙebrated Ιine
of gfeat Phi]oSophers of the ancient worΙd, gradually developed the beΙief that ail
paΙts of the univeιse, eitheι ensouled or not, weιe actually inteΙconnected due to
the οΙηnipresent, corporeaΙ' primordiaΙ kosmikon pyr w\ιich, according to Stoicism'
pervades each being as the honey peινades the honeycomb. Αs fοr reasonable be-
ings, in particuΙaΙ, kosmikon pyr takes the form of logos. Due to that poweτ, Ρosid-
οnius belieνes, the phases οf moon, for inStance, can affect the succession of tides
and ebb tides; on the same grounds, the signs can have ma.jor effect on the couΙse
of events and, therefore, allow for divination. That kind of int€Ιconnectedness,
apart from justifoing the interdependentness οfall beings to each other, testifies for
an utter kinship between them, for syfiPatheio' Ιn this short papeτ Ι intent to show
that Posidonius,s approach has been promPtΙy adopted and utilized by modern ho-
Ιistic theoΙies concerning Εnviτonmenta] Εthics, especiaΙΙy by Aιne Naess,s Deep
ΕcoΙogy and Εcosophy T, in the context ofwhich notions such as kinship, intercon-
nectedness, inteΙdependentness and identification of aΙl beings aΙe key PaΙameteΙs
for the aιticulation oftheir argumentation. Ι aΙso intent to outline some essential _
in my opinion - diffeτences in the way Posidonius and Νaess make use οf the no-
tion of int€rconnectedness, togetheΙwith some inconsistencies which can be poten-
tiaΙΙy fatal, at Ιeast as faΙ as a system of ethics is concerned. This is because notions
sιch as cosmic sympar,41 may possibΙy establish an inteτesting, even charming and
influential cosmology oΙ metaphysics, but when it comeδ to ethics, in my opinion,
they can only provide shaky grounds foι establishing a fiτm one, since they alΙow for
deteΙministic Yiews, which more or Ιess leave no room for personaΙ responsibility,
to wit for peτsonal pτaise οτ biame.

Ke1.words: Ρosidonius, Naess, sympathy, identification, Stoicism, Deep EcoΙ-
ogy, Ecosophy T' seΙf-realization, kosmikon pμ, Ιogos, pnoe, ethics,
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Ιt is neither odd nor unlawful for philosophers to Ιook back and re-
ceive inspiration from the past, especially if this past is a glorified and in-
fluential one. Ιt only gets peculiar when thinkers of our time resort to past
theories that at first glance seem barren, inhospitable for - and incompat-
ible with - their objectives. This could not be more manifest than with re-
gard to contemporary Εnvironmental Εthics, especialΙy when more than
often avowed bio-centricists and eco.centricists articuΙate their moral ao-
proaches based on notions derived from clearly anthropocentric or ego-
centric moral systems, such as the Stoics' one. t Ιn this short essay Ι intent
to eΧhibit the close affinities there exist between the most influential moral
system of our times regarding enνironmentaΙ philosophy, namely Αrne
Naess,s Εcosophy T, and the Stoic cosmology and metaphysics.2 Ιn my
opinion, the grounds for this intrinsic relation is the way both systems un-
derstand and make use of the πotion of universαl _ or cosmic _ sympαthy'
by means of which they both bolster up a fascinating and inspiring cos-
mology. When they have to move from cοsmology to ethics, however'
their ways become not only separate' but alsο diverging3; that diverging in
fact, that one might be justified in wondering whether there once actually
was a common starting gate or not. I will also argue that resorting to the
notion of cosmic synιpαthy is no safe ground for a consistent and func-
tional Εnvironmental Ethics, for, in my opinion, it is no safe ground for
any kind ofethics in general, and that it therefore should be abandoned.

Stoicism and Εcosophy T share an almost identical historical back-
ground, in the sense that both systems were deΙivered in times ofrapid and
drastic change, with the spectrum of the all-encompassing globalization
hastily approaching. Αnother common feature of theirs is that they were
both triggered as a reaction to the dominant philosophical doctrines of
their era: Stoicism was initially launched as a stern rejection of the Platon-
ic theory of forms,a while Ecosophy T and its twin, Deep Εcolοgy,s was

ι Αs for the incompatibility ofStoicism and bio/eco-centricism, see WilΙiam Stephens,
..Stoic NatuΙalism, Rationalism and Εcologγ''' Εt|νiτoflfiefital Ε'thics |6 (|994\ 28r-283.

2 See ]inr Cheney, ,.The Νeostoicism ofRadical Environm eιtalisτπ'', B'ινiτonmenta!
F,thics 1l ( 1989). 293-326.

] Foι an exceΙΙent analysis of the essential differences between Stoicism and Deep
EcoΙogy with regard to the moraΙ status ofhumans aηd οther beings, see Mμto Dragona-
Monachou, ..The UniversaΙ Nature and the Human Being in Marcus Αuerlius, Stοicism,
from the Point of View of Εcoethics',, in Εnvirontηent, Society' Ε,thics' ed. Εlena Ρa.
panikolaou (Αthens: Aiforia, 2010), 36f[

a Beπrand RusseΙ, Α ΙΙistory of Western PlriΙosopiy (New York: Simon and Schuster,
Ι967).254tr.

5 Kevin Doak, Ι)reams of Dffirence: the Jαpan romantic school and the crisis of moder.
nity (Ca\iforιiaι University of California Press, |994)' |7 '



meant to be a negation of the anthropocentric ethics which had for ages
been dominating Western philosophy. Both systems also share a quite
similar structure: they are more or less ecΙectic,6 comprehensive and, in
some degree, open systems, while their ethics is grossly based upon - ifnot
deduced from - their ontologF. From all other aspects, though, Stoicism
and Ecosophy T are essentiaΙly different. While, for instance, Stoicism
seems to be satisfied with the achievement of a self-content inner tran-
quility based on the attainment οf virtue, E,cosophy T promises a radical
change in the way we understand our world, and interact with our envi-
rοnment. Ιf Stoicism is revolutionary in any way, this revoΙution is an in.
ward one. For Ε,cosophy T and Deep EcoΙogy, on the contrary, transform-
ing oneself is only the first step towards aΙtering our overall interaction
with the environment, to wit towards changing the world.

Bοth theories perceive each being nοt as an isolated entity, but main-
Ιy as a part of a broader system, as 1arge as the entire world. From the Sto-
ic pοint οf view each being is associated lγith the rest of the world in the
iγay the limbs and parts of the body are associated with the whole body7:
they beΙοng tο it, and everβhing the body suffers has effect on the part,
and νice νersa'8 ΙJence, private interests can only coincide with the com-
mon one9; bonum singulorι,?, overlaps with bonum οmnium.lο Ιn the con-
text of Stoic ontology all things are interconnected due to the existence of
some kind of primordial fire, one that the Stoics refer to as technikon pyr,
a mixture of fire and air actually, that permeates the entire ιvorld as its
souΙ, sustaining ever}thing.11 The soul pervades aΙl beings 1ike the honey
pervades the honeycomb, in the words of Tertullian,12 not in the form of
an intangible souΙ, but as a solid, material substance,13 The whole world
has been actually created by _ and from _ it, in order tο be inhabited by it

7 ciceτo, The Natuτe of the Gods, tτans. P. G. Walsh (oxford: oxfoτd University
Pτess' 1998)' ΙΙ,86, 77.

8 See Kateιina Ιerodiakonou, ..The Gτeek Concept ofSμnpatheia and its Byzantine
AppΙopΙiation in Michael PseΙlos,,, in The ()ccult Sciences in Byzantium, eds. Paul Mag-
dalino aηd Sofia Mavroudi (Geneva: La Ρomme d' οre,2006),99ff.

e Dragona-Monachou, op. cit., 34.
l0 Maτcus ΑuτeΙius, Ad Se Ιpsum, traπs. Joachim DaΙfen (BerΙin: Walter de Gruμeτ,

l987), 1ο.6.
ilΙerodiakonou, op. cit,, lo 1.
t2 "Stoici enim volunt deum sic per materiam decucurrisse quomodo mel per fau-

os, at tu .Nοη,, inquis, .pertransiens illam facit mundum, sed solummodo apparens et ad-
propinquans ei' sicut facit quid decor solummodo appaΙens et magnes laΡis solummodo
adpropinquans.,, Teτtullian, Liber Adyersus Ι7ermogenem' trans. Ιan Hendrik Waszink
(London: Newman Ρress / Longmans, Gτeen and Co., 1956)' xLΙV.

l] GilbeΙt MuΙΙay, The Stoic PhiιosoPhy (New Yoτk: G. P, Ρutnam,s sons, Ι9 t5), 25.
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right after. When partaking to a sentient, rational being, to \nΙit a human
one, this substance takes the form of logos. Due to the omnipresent pyr -
or pneumα|4 _ all beings are inextricably linked to each other,ls while ra-
tional ones share a much closer relationship,Ι6 due to which they are able
to feel an inner kinship (oikeiosis) to each other,l7 as well as to develop
mutual collaboration' synergiαn in the words of Marcus Αurelius,18

Though it is was by no means strange to the early Stoics and espe-
cially to Chrysippus,le nor is it alien to the overall attitude of Stoicism in
general,2o the notion of cosmic sympαthy is being usually credited to Ρosi-
donius, the pupil οf Ρanaetius, an once ignored philosopher of the early
1st century BCE, who now is considered to be the last great Greek philοso.
pher2l befοre the beginning of that epoch during which Greek and ori.
ental thought were united.22 FΙaving more or less departed from FIeracli.
tus,s sway and _ under the influence ofhis teacher - moved closer to PΙato
and Αristotle,23 Posidonius gave fresh emphasis to the belief that the
whole of reality is knit together by natural sympαthy between aΙΙ its
parts.24 Ιnitially he developed an interest for the effect of the moon on
iides, which led him to Cadiz to investigate the phenomenon.25 Seeing the
effect of the sun and the moon on the sequence of tides and ebb-tides,
Posidonius considered affinities among things ofthe earth, due to which
he supposed the existence of sympαthetic relαtions between all parts of the
world, a mutual affecting among them.26 FΙence he moved on to distin-

la Cicero, op. cit., ΙΙ.19' 54.
15 Maτcus Aurelius lefers to a ..common ηatuτe,', to a ..,o, oΙoι physis.', For aη ex-

cellent accouηt see Dτagona'Monachou, op. cit., 32ff.
15 Marcus AuιeΙius ' oP' cΙt'' 7 '5;7 '22; 8,26: in 7.13 he explicitly stresses rationaΙity

as a pΙoΡerty by means of which beings that aΙe endowed with it, although stilΙ a part of
the aΙΙ-encompassing syδtem of natuΙe or physis, aτe aΙso members ofa narrower subsys-
tem, nameΙy that of rationaΙ beings.

l7 Dragona-Monachou, op. cit.,37.
tE Marcus ΑuτeΙius, op, cit.,7.13.
Ι9 P. A. MeijeΙ, s,oic TheoΙogy: Pτoofs foτ the Ε'xistence of the Cosmic God αnd of the

Traditional Gods (Delft: Eburon, 2007), 86.
20 Everett Ferguson, Backgrounds of ΕοrΙy Chτistiaιity (Gτand Rapids: Wm. B. Εerd-

mans Ρublishing, 2003)' 362.
2l Ludwig ΕdeΙstein, ..The PhiΙosophical System ofΡosidonΙνs',' The Americαn Ιouτ-

nαl ofPhiloΙogy 57 (1936): 324.
22 K. Reinhaτdt, Poseidoιios (Miinchen: oskar Beck, 1921), 3-18 [as cited in EdeΙ-

stein, oΡ. cit., 287],
23 Edelstein, op. cit., 286.
2aΕdwin Bevan, Stoics οnd Sceρtics (Oxford: CΙarendon PΙess' 1913), 114.
.- teΙguson. op, c1ι.' .,ol.
26 Ιbid.



guish between two kinds of this omnipresent sympathy: one that exists
between all separate beings in the world, and another which runs through
different levels of being. Ιn its first form sympathy permeates all parts of
the cosmos, in a way that it results to some kind of unity among them.
This unity may, according to Ρosidonius, be of thτee kinds: i. that of an
army: individual soldiers harmonically functioning together; ii. that of a

building: alΙ its parts are adjusted to each other; iii. the kind a living be-
ing has, to wit of mutual influence and interplay of its members. The uni-
ty of cosmos in Posidonius's view is ofthe third kind, as the effect ofsun
and moon on the earth clearly indicates.2T Sympathy between different
levels of existence is the one that connects the known with the unknown,
the gods _ Ρosidonius considers the sun and the moon as well as the stars
and the heavens in general to be godsz8 - with the earthly viorld.2e Due to
that second kind ofs1τnpathy Posidonius believes that signs may have in-
fluence on the course of events. The whole of reality for Ρosidonius is
contained within the envelope of fiery ether,30 and it constitutes one
world3l that is animated32 and held tosether33 due tο the existence oΓ an
omnipresent soul.3a Εdelstein correctly;mphasizes that where others rec-
ognize the effects of nature, Posidonius recognizes the effects of souΙ,35
which unifies all beings and renders them a whole. The soul, as Posido-
nius suggests, is an omnipresent intellect that he calls God.36 God has no
form, but can be changed into everything; he can take any form and be-
come equal to what he ι,αants.37 Still this alΙ pervasive souΙ is nothing dis-
tinct or separate from nature, bιt jιst nαture endowed with sensαtion.38
Thus the whole world is considered to be the substance of God,3e direct-

27 Ιbid.
.δ Diogenes Laertiνs, Liνes of Εminent Phiιosophers, ed. R. D. FΙick (Loeb Classical

Library, 1925)' VΙΙ, 148.
2e Ferguson, op. cit.,363.
30 Diogenes Laertius' oΡ. cit.' VΙΙ' 157.
3r Bevan, op. cit., 114.
32 R. E. \Mitt' ..Plotinus and Posidonius,,' The Cιassicaι Quarteτly 24 (|930): 205 ']] AchiΙιes Tatius, /sagoge in Arqti Phαenomenα, tΙans. Denis Petau (Paris: Lutetia

Parisiorum, ι63ο)' chaΡteΙ ι3.
]a Diogenes Laertius, op. cit., vΙΙ, Ι57.
35 Edelstein, oΡ. cit.,3oo.
36 ιΙ' Usener, ed.' Commenta Lucτιni (Lelpzig' Ι869), 305: ..ait enim Posidonius:

deus est sPiritus Ιationalis per omnem diffusus materiam.,,
J7 LΙermann Diels, ed.' Doxographi Grαeci (Βer|\π : G. Reimer, |879),3o2b 22.
]8 Diogenes Laertius, oP. cit., VΙΙ, 156,
39 Ιbid., Ι48,
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ed by reason (nous) and providence (proniα),ao a fact that eventualΙy al.
lows for divination.aΙ Ιf we accepted Posidonius,s physics as a sound one
and abided by it, then we would have tο admit aΙso that all beings are in-
terdependent and, in a way, united as weΙΙ as reciprocal. For it is impos-
sible to affect the whole without aΓfecting the part, aπd νice νersa.42 Ενery
mοdification concerning the status ofa part directly reflects on the \γhole,
since the unity oΓthe cosmos is of the kind that exists between the mem-
bers ofthe body. Reversely, we cοuld infer that the status ofeach part de-
pends on the overall condition of the body, for it is not possible for the
part to prosper if the body suffers. To realize the fact that every single hu-
man being is just a part of the whole, tοgether with every other, organic
or not, and to be mindful that all beings equally partake in a rationally or-
dered universe - though not necessarily rational in itself-, to the Stoics is
tantamount to rational human happiness, eιιdaimoniα.a3 From the Stoic
point ofview only humans and gods may count as rational beings, but the
whole ofthe world is organized according to reason, a fact that can be un-
veiled to the human intellect.aa Ιt is up to each rational individual to be-
come a\irare of that fact, ar.rd at the same time to realize which is its exact
place in the rationalΙy ordered context of reality. That kind of awareness
would only lead to wilΙingly living in accordance with reason, to wit with
nature. Αnd it is precisely this awareness that, as Γar as the Stoics are con.
cerned, οutlines the definition ofvirtue. For, as A. Α. Long argues, frοm
the Stoic pοint ofview only that which is in accordance with nature can
be deemed as morally vaΙuable, and is worth acquiring for its own sake,
while the opposite is to be rejected.as Being virtuous, from the point of
view of the Stoics, is being happy.

These last inferences outline an ethics directly deduced from the Sto-
ics, ontology, and could well have been drawn by the Norwegian Αrne
Naess, one of the most eminent and influential philosophers of our times.
FΙis Εcosophy T, after all, bears extremely close similarities with Posido.

4ο ΕdeΙstein, op. cit,,293.
aI Diogenes Laertius, op. cit., vΙ t, Ι43; cf. Cicero' De ιlivinatioιe |' 6; ||' 35.
a2 Sextus Εmpiricus, Adνersus mαthema,icos, trans. D, L. Blank (New York: Oxford

University Pτess, 1998)' Ιx' 78-81.
a3 Arthur Pomeroy, Arius Didyιnus, Εpitome ofStoic E'thics (ΑtΙanta: Society fol Bib-

Ιical Literature, ι999), 30.
aa BartoΙomiej Lenart, ..EnΙightened SeΙf-Ιnterest: Ιn Search of the Εcological SeΙζ,'

Prωτis 2 (2010): 30.
45 A. A. Lon1, Helιenistic PhiΙosophy: Stoics' Εpicureans, Sceptics (California: Univer.

sity ofCaΙifornia Press, l986)' i87.
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nius,s ontology.aδ Naess defines his ecosophy as 
..a phiΙosophy of ecoιogical

harmony or equilibrium. Α philosophy as a kind of sofiο (or) wisdom,
Iwhich] is openΙy normative, Iand] it contains both norms, rules, postulates,
value priority announcements and hypotheses cοncerning the state ofaffairs
in our universe. Wisdom is policy wisdom, prescription, not only scientific
description and prediction',.47 This kind of wisdom, according to Νaess,
caΙΙs for a certain approach towards the spectrum of existence: the universe
is a whole that is being substantiated in every single being, irrespective οf
whether the Ιatter is rational or not' Every being is a knot in the vast net of
reality, and between them there exist bonds, due to which all beings are in-
dissoΙubly connected to each οther. By picturing all beings as 

..knots,', Naess
sug8ests that there exist no isoΙated entities, but onΙy coexistent ones, which
could no otherwise have existed ifnot related to every other. F{e "rejects the
human.in-environment image in favor of the reΙational, total field image:
organisms as knots in the biospherical net or field of intrinsic reΙations,,.a8
One of the most eminent Deep Ecologists, Warwick Fox, in an early paper
of his explains this tenet further: "...there is no firm ontological divide in the
field of existence. Ιn οther words, the world simpΙy is not divided up into in-
dependently existing subjects and objects, nor is there any bifurcation in re-
aΙity between human and non.human reaΙms. Rather all entities are consti-
tuted by their relationships. To the extent that we perceive boundaries, we
Γall short of deep ecological consciousness,,.49 Fox,s clarification is crucial in
order to fuΙly grasp Naess,s argument: the bonds that constitute all beings
are not mere attributes or properties, but they form the very essence of all
beings in a way that, if any oΓthese bonds are modified, the very being is es.
Sentially aιtered; iζ again, broken or vanished, the very being entireιy ceases
to exist as such. Therefοre the relational net is ontoΙogically prior to the in-
dividual, since each individual is constantΙy Γormed into what it actually
each moment is onΙy due to the intrinsic relations that are being formed
with other knots of ihe web.sO The reality is one and unified, an7 can be

a6 Ι avoid referring to the stoics in general, since Posidonius,s approaches are orig.
inaΙ with regard to many issues. For an excellent account conceΙnin8 the ori8inaΙity of
Posidonius,s ontology and its differences to the traditionaΙ stoic system, see Εdelstein, op.
cit., especialΙy 29Ι, 292 and305,

47 Αs cited in The Deep Ε,cology Moνement: Afl Ιntroductory Antho|ogy, eds. AΙaπ
Drengson and Yuichi Ιnoue (Berkeley: ΝoΙth Αtlantic Publishers' Ι995),8,

48 Αrne Naess,..Τhe Shaltow and the Deep, Long-Range Εco]ogy Movement: Α
Sιrπmary,', Ιnquiry Ι6 (Ι99t): 95.

a9 Warwick Fox, ..Deep Εcology: A New Ρhilosophy of our Time?', iπ Εnvironmen-
taι Εthic;' eds. Andrea Light and FΙoΙrnes Rolston ΙΙΙ (MaΙden: Blackwell' 2003), 255.

5ο Evangelos Protopapadakis, Εnνironmental F'thics: Ame Naess,s Deep Εcolog1l
(Athens: Sakkoulas, 2ο06), 50tr' ι36ff.
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shaped into any form in direct dependence to the surrounding circum-
stances.sΙ The individuaΙ, on the other hand, only seemingly is a separate,
isolated existence; rather iι is a Ιocus for relationaΙ intersection,52 mοre a
crowded meeting place than a sanctuary for the being. Due to that vast re-
lational web or net, all beings are akin to each other, as well as interde-
pendent. Cutting one of the threads means damaging the whole net and
directly affecting each individual knot. There is no existence ιι'ι yacuu|n' or
in isolation; the total-field view calls for ontological unity. To Bill Devall
dualism _ the dominant theme oΓWestern philosophy _ should be reject-
ed in favor of unity.53 Ιf we perceive the reaΙity as consistent of knots,
which are more or Ιess locα ι.lhere intrinsic relations are substantiated'5a
and if ..an intrinsic relation between trγo thinss Α and B is such that the re.
lation belongs to the definitions or basic conititutions ofΑ and B, so that
without the relation, Α and B are no longer the same things,,,ss then it is
nonsensical to talk of beings - "except when are talking at a superficial or
preliminary leveΙ of communication,,56; we shouΙd rather talk of one ex-
tended αll-encοmpassing orgαnism. Ιn a word, ever},thing hangs together.57
Αs Deνall puts it, ..although we may feel subjectively separate from nature
and each other, we are actuaΙΙy interdependent and interconnected With
the whole fabric of reality,,.58 it is obviδus that the way we Ρercelve our-
seΙves has to be essentiaΙly aΙtered. There is no such a thing as an isolated
seΙξ one that is confined by- and restricted to * our skin. On the contrary,
there are parts of our self that lay outside these boundaries; as a matter of
fact, from the point of view of Ecosophy T, everμhing seemingly external
to us is actually a Ρart of our self. Αll other beings, since they are devoid οf
rationality, are νi naturαe part of this reality' LΙumans, on the other hand,
have to intellectually grasp this ultimate truth in order to fuΙfill their po.
tentiaι, to meet with tbeir entelecheiο in Αristotelian terms. Ιn case they
succeed, they achieve "self realization". and acouire what Naess calls "an

5ι For a detaiΙed account see my..SupeΙnaturalWilΙ and organic Unityin Process: From
spinoza,s NatuΙalistic Pantheism to Αrne Naess's Εcosophy T and Εnvironmental Ethics,,, in
Studies on SuPerιιαturalism, ed. George Arabatzis (BerΙin: Logos VerΙag 2009)' Ι89ff

52 Freya Mathews, ..Relating to Nature: Deep Εcology or Ecofeminism,', The Trum-
ρeter Ι| (|994)| ']'59.

53 BilΙ Devali,..The Deep Εcology Movem eπt,'' Natural Resources J ournaΙ 20 (|989):309.
5a Mathews, op. cit,, 159,
55 Αrne Naess, ..The Shallow and the Deep, Long-Range Εcology Movement: Α

Sνmmary,,, Ιnquiτy 16 ( ι 991): 95.
55 Ιbid.
,, Lenart' op. clt.' Jι.
58 BiΙΙ Devail, ..The Ecological SeΙ f,'' in The Deep Εcology Μovement: An Ιntroducto-

ry Λnthology' eds, A. Dτengson and Y. Ιnoue (Berkeley: NoΙth Αtlantic Books, 1995), 103.
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extended Self,. Ιt is almost obvious that to him both these constitute the
tasks of a proper Εcosophy. The first step to self-realization is identifica-
tion with every other being,se a notion very much resembling Stoic sym-
pathy. Fox may be of help again concerning the exact import of the term:
identification is ,.the experience not simply of a sense of simiΙarity with an
entity, but of a sense of commona1ity,'.6ο Diehm explains identification
further as a ..sense of beΙonging to or comfiunity with ιhe other-than-hu-
man world,,.6Ι The roΙe of identification is crucial for Ecosophy T, since it
prοves Naess,s ontology and metaphysics right: ifall things were not con-
stituted by their relations to other things,62 identification couid not be
possibΙe or achievable. Furthermore, identification allows for an utter
recognition on behalfofthe rational being, to wit ofthe fact that humans
are a ρarι of nature, and nature iS a part of them; who they are cannot be
described without reference to the all encοmpassing natural community.63
Αpart from the fact that Naess _ unlike Posidonius _ directly extends this
interconnectedness and consequent identification to all naturaΙ beings,
and not only to ratiοnal ones, his reasoning looks like a legitimate devel-
opment or furtherance ofthe Stoic ontology and metaphysics: all are one,
no matter whether this is due to logos _ which oτders all natural beings and
is embedded into rational ones -, or due to this all encompassing rela-
tional net. Ιn bοth cases, rea1ity is substantiated and formed by virtue of a
single primordial entity or power, and it seems entirely immaterial if we
call it this or that, Αs far as ontology and metaphysics are concerned, οne
would be justified to assume that Naess, ifborn two thousand years before,
is likely to have been frequenting the Pikili Stοa,6a vlhile, respectiveΙy' Ρosi-
donius would be Ιikely to publish his essays with The Trumpeter-65

one might object on grounds of Posidοnius,s metaphysics being a
theocratic one, while Naess,s is not. FΙe misht further focus on the fact that
sympathy for Posidonius is limited to ratiδnal beings only, to wit humans,
gοds and stars (which he ca|l's dαemons), ι..,hile identification for Νaess is

59 Christian Diehm, ..Ιdentification with ΝatuΙe: \y'y'hat Ιt Ιδ and why Ιt Matters,,,
Natwe aη.d the Ε'nyiroflment |2 (2007)i 2'

6ο WaΓwick Fox, Towοrd a Transpeτsonal F,cology: Deιeloping New Foundations for
F,nyiτonmentqlism (Αlbany: SUNΥ Press, l995), 23l.

δ' Diehm, oΡ. cit., 3.
62 Freya Mathews, ..Conservation and Self-ReaΙization: Α Deep Εcology Perspec-

ιiνe,'' Εηνironmental gthics 10 ( 1988): 349.
6r Diehm, op. cit., 4.
6a Αn archway in the agoza ofΑthens, meeting pΙace fot the earΙy Stoics, and the on-

lγ reason we sιiΙl calΙ them thaι way.
65 The emblematic joumal ofDeep ΕcoΙogy and Ecosophy T,
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extended to alι beings, irrespective of whether they are rational or irra.
tionaΙ, organic or not. Ιn my opinion these differences, although actual
ones, are of no essential importance. Αs to the first objection, suppose that
Νaess had been thinking of this relational net as of a god. WouΙd his over-
all approach be essentially altered? Ιn fact, it is not quite clear what exact.
Ιy this net is for Naess, but it is no doubt a primordial substance and a cre-
ative power at the same time, in fact the only possible one. The essence, the
attributes and the form of the reality are only due to its existence and ac-
tions. The net substantiates all beings. Ιt is imminent in the world; in fact
it is the world we perceive. Ιt is omnipresent and, in a not farfetched sense
of the terms, omniPotent and omniscient. Ιt is of the same essence with the
world. Ιt has limits, exactly as the Posidonian universe does, and its ιimiιs
are tantamount to the ιimits of reaΙity. Ιf Naess called it pnoe, pneumα or
technikon pyr, would it make any difference?

As to the second objection, the one concerning the limits of sympa-
thy on the one hand, and those of identification on the other, one could
reasonably argue that differences as such are more than expected: off-
spring take after their forefathers and usually are a better, more advanced
version of theirs, but rarely are identicaΙ, nor they have to. Εxtending the
ability of rational beings to identify themselves with all other beings in-
stead of limiting it to only some of them could well count as theoretical
progress. Τhe fact that, from the Point of view of Stoics, irrational nature
is actually rationally ordered, leaves ample room for such a perspective. Ι

do not mean to impΙy that Naess is a modern Stoic or anμhing like that,
only that his views are not a Γar cry from Ρosidonius,s ones, and in many
aspects he seems tο draw from the latter,s way of reasoning.

For both philosophers cosmic sympathy between beings does exist, ir-
respective of whether one realizes its existence or not. Ιf he does, from the
Stoic point of view, he will be able to Ιive in accordance to nature _ viz. ac-
cording to reason, since logos pervades the whole natural world; and that,
for the Stoics, is the quintessence ofvirtue, which brings about inner hap-
piness, eudaimonia.66 Knowing his place in the worΙd is the trait of the
wise and virtuous man, and renders him capable to opt for the right ac-
tions, those that are in accordance with the natural order of beings. Αc-
cording to Νaess, however, the ability a rational being has to become con-
sciοus ofthe fact that all beings are constituted solely by their relations to
other beings, and thus tο achieve this sort ofdeep understanding _ which
eventually facilitates seΙf.realization, to wit the broadening oΓ the SeΙf _,

66 Stephen Engstτom and ]ennifer Whiting, eds., Α ristοtιe, Κant, and the Stoics: Re-
thinking ΙΙappiness and Duty (Cambridge: Cambridge UniveΙsity PΙess' |998)' 73ff'



has quite different implications with regard to ethics. Αs a matter of fact,
in my opinion, it leaves no place for ethics at alΙ. This is because this new,
extended Se[ having aΙready grasped the total-field νiew and the fact that
its existence is being substantiated by its relations to aΙl other beings _
which, in turn, are external parts of its very essence _, can develοp the ten-
dency tο identiξ, with them. This tendency is not the outcome of some
moral principle; rather it is an intrinsic ability of the human being, due to
which his consciousness is being elaborated. By virtue of identification
moral agents understand the interests of the environment as their own.67
LΙence they deliberateΙy and spontaneously champion these interests,
without having to resort to any moral theory, or to some norm of any
kind. Αs Ιohn Seed puts it, the statement..Ι am protecting the rainforest,,
develops tο ..Ι am part ofthe rainforest protecting myself. Ι am that part of
the rainforest recently emerged into thinking".68 For when one's identity
is interconnected with the identity ofother beings, then his experience and
his existence deoends on theirs. Their interests become his interests.69 Αc-
cording to Naesi, identification results in a process "through which the in-
terest or interests of anοther beins are reacted to as our own interest or in-
ιerests''.70 Therefore, acting on" behalf of other beings requires no
moralizing,Tl "just as we don't need morals to make us breathe",72 since
when we are destroying our environment we are destroying in fact what is
our larger self.73 FΙence, when acting in nature,s defense 

..we 
are defend-

ing our vital interests....We are engaged in self defense,,.74 Ιn other words,
rather than feeling moraΙly compelled, we act due to an embedded to uS

inclination to care for some external part ofours, which, though, is still a

part ofour extended seΙf Ιn my opinion this line ofreasoning, irrespective
ofwhether it is sound or not, constitutes nothing more than a sophisticat-
ed way of referring to an elaborated version of the instinct of self-preser-
vation.

67 Alan Drengson, "An Ecophilosophy Approach, the Deep Ecology Movement, and
Diveιse Εcosophies,'' The Tτumpeter 14 (1997): ιlt.

68 Jοhn seed' ..Αnthropocentrism 
''' 

\n Deep Εcology: Liνing οs Ιf Nαture Mαxered'
eds. B. DevaΙΙ and G. Sessions (Laμon: Gibbs Smith,200Ι), ι99.

69 BilΙ DeYaΙl' sirllple in Meοns, Rich in Εnds: Prοcticing Deep ΕcoΙogy (SaΙt Lake City:
Peregrine Smith Books, 1988),69.

70 Arne Naess, ..Ιdentification as a Source of Deep Ecological Αttitudes,,, in Deep
F,coΙogy, ed. Μichad Tobias (San Diego: Avant Books' 1985), 261.

7r Diehm, op. cit.,5.
72 Αrne Naess' ..Self-ReaΙization: An EcoΙogical Αpproach to Being.in-the.WorΙd,,'

in Deep E'cology for the 215ι Century, ed. George Sessions (Boston: Shambhala' \995)' 233.
73 Mathews, op. cit., 354..a 

Νaess. ..ΙdenιiΠcation.', 2J2.
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While for the later Stoics _ and for Ρosidonius in particular _ the no-
tion of cosmic sympathy remains a key tenet only concerning their cos-
mology, Γor Νaess the very Same cosmological approach _ even under a
slightΙy different terminology _ Serves as a basis for an unusual ethics. Ιf
there is such a thing as moral value' and ifthis value is inherent in eνen one
being, then it should be inherent to eνery oΙι1eri if this value is considered
to be absolute, then it should be considered such for the whole ofcreation.
From the pοint ofview of a cosmology that accepts the holistic, total-field
view, this is the onΙy waγ to come to terms with moral evaluation. Ιt would
be nonsensical to argue on the one hand that all beings are inextricably
linked to each other as parts of an extended, all-encompassing organism,
and on the other to discriminate between these parts on grounds oftheir
moral value. That, of course, when one chooses to make use of the cos-
mοlogical principΙe of sympathy or interconnectedness in the context of
some moral theory. The Stoics, it is true, did not indulge in this tempta-
tion. To them ethics is restricted to rational beings and moraΙ agents alone,
despite the fact that moral agents may be intrinsically related by virtue of
cosmic sympathy to other, non human beings. Stoic ethics - if such an
anachronism may be excused _ is strict|y αnthropocentric, and its value the-
ory is restricted only to the moral community of rational beings, depriv-
ing thus non.human beings fτom intrinsic moral νalue,75 a fact that to
Stephens seems to suggest a kind oΓ speciesism76 - as it becomes clearly
manifest in Marcus Αurelius,s statement that all other beings are created
fοr the sake of rational ones77 _, due to which Stoicism seems totally in-
compatible with Αrne Νaess,s views, and cΙoser to Murray Bookchin,s So-
cial Εcology.78 Αs to Ecosophy T and Deep Ε,coΙogy, however, intercon.
nectedness becomes the stable ground for ascribing equal moral value to
alΙ beings, irrespective of whether they belong to the moral community or
not,7e while resultant identification makes it only senseless to turn to
moraΙ evaluation at aΙl. True, in a world that human beings have finally
achieved self-realization, as Νaess suggests, ethics is no longer necessary,

7s Dragona-Monachou, op. cit.,27.
76..Εpictetus hoΙds that animaΙs are born to Serve humans; they are not born for

their own sake,,, WiΙ]ianr stephens, ..Stoic NaturaΙism, RationaΙism aτιd Εco|ogy,'' Ε'nvi-
τonmentοl Εthics 16 (1995\: z78.

77 Marcus Αure]ius , oP. ciΙ.,7.55i2.
78 Stephens' oΡ. cit.,283.
7e As right from the first premise made clear in the platform ofDeep Ecology: "The

well-being and flourishing of human and non-human life on Earth have yalue in them-
seΙves (synonyms: intrinsic value, inheτent worth), These values are independent of the
usefuΙηess of the non.human world for human purposes.,, See George Sessions and BilΙ
Deνa||' Deep Εcologι (Layton: Gibbs Smith, 1985), 70ff.



Γor one wilΙ be able to spontaneously opt for the beautiful act instead ofthe
dutiful one.80 ΕxactΙy as parents do not have to resort to fancy and sophis-
ticated moral reasoning in order to come to the aid of their children, when
the latter are in danger, rational beings in Naess's new brave world will un-
prompted and spontaneously revere all other natural beings, fοr, since
these are only external parts of their extended self - as their broadened
consciousness can now clearly grasp -, revering and protecting them is
revering and protecting their very own self.81

Ιt is also true, however, that in a world of interconnected, interde.
pendent and interacting entities, there is not much room left for moraΙ
blame or praise. A knot in the \,ast relationaι net has no autonomous exis-
tence, as well as no individual responsibiιity. No knot can be a better, a

more iust one than any other. Mother Teresa, the benefactor ofthousands
in Ιndia' and Εd Gain' the notorious serial kilΙer of the 60s _ who mur-
dered and skinned more than fifteen women just to decorate his house and
upholster his furniture _, are both merely accidental knots in the relatiοn.
al net; they both existed the way they did only due to a fortuitous inter-
Section of countless vague and fιzzy relations. Then why the former and
blame the latter? \Μhere exactly is ethics in the wide, total-field image?
Why should we hold one morally responsibΙe for his deeds, since his de-
meanor is only due tο something which is accidental and totally external
to him? Αnd why any single act may be deemed moraΙly superior or infe-
rior to any other, since in this vast net of intersecting relations eνery enti-
ty directly owes its mode of existence - and, cοnsequently, its behaviour _
to every other' to billions of others actually? Ιs that not an impossible
ethics? Ιt seems that Νaess,s environmental ethics, while surely environ-
mentaΙ, is barely an ethics.
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Dr. ΕVANGELOS D. PRoToPAΡΑDAKtS
Univ€rsit6 d,Athtnes

LΑ NoΤΙoN STOΙQUE DΕ LA COMPΑSSΙON MONDAΙNE
(SYMΡAΤFΙΙE CoSMΙQUE) DΑNS L,EΤFΙΙQUE
ΕNVΙRoΝNE'MΕNTΑLE CoNTEMPoRΑΙNE

R€sumd

Les derniers Stoiciens et sp€cialement Posidonius de Ι,Αpamea, le plus
grand drudit de son dpoque et le dernier d,une s€rie des philosophes mar-
quants du monde ancien, ont diveιoppd gradueΙlement le croit que toutes
Ιes parties de l,univers, anim6es ou non, se trouvent actuellement en con-
nexion grλce au/eu mondαin (kosmikon pyr)omnipr€sent, corporel, primor-
diaΙ qui, d,aprts les StoΙciens, pdnitre chaque θtre comme le miel pdnitre Ιe

rayon' Εn ce qui concerne les θtres raisonnab|es, kosmikon pyr prend la for-
me de la rοison (|ogos)' Grλce λ ce Pouvoir, Posidonius croit que les phases
de la lune, par exemple, peuvent affecter la succession de la mar6e et du re-
flux; Ρarallδlement, les signes peuvent s€rieusement influencer le cours des
6v6nements et, par cons€quent, ils permettent les divinations. Ce genre d,in-
terconnexion, ne justifie pas seulement l,interd6pendance de tous les €tres,
mais aussi leur afEnit€ parfaite, |a compassion (sympαtheia). DanS ce texte,ie
veux montrer que Ι,approche de Posidonius a 6t6 adopt6e et utilis6e par ιes
thdories contemporaines hoΙistiques qui concernent l,6thique enyironne-
mentale, plus particuliirement Par l,E'cologie Profonde et l,Ecosophie .Γ

d,Arne Naess, οl) des notions comme l,affinitd, l,interconnexion, l,interd6-
pendance et l,identification de tous les θtre Sont des paramitres.cl6s poιιr
l,articulation de leur argumentation. De plus, je vise λ esquisser quelques
diff6rences essentieΙΙes - λ mon avis - en ce qui concerne Ιa maniire avec la
quelle Posidonius and Naess utilisent ιa notiδn de l'interconnexion, eι aussi
quelques obscurit6s qui pourraient θtre fatales, au moins en ce qui concerne
un systime d'6thique. Qa se passe parce que des notions comme la compas-
sion mοndaine Peuvent peut.θtre dtablir une cosmologie ou une m€taphy.
sique intdressante, mθme charmante et influente, mais quand il s,agit de Ι,6.
thique, elles peuyent seulement, λ mon avis, offrir une terre faible oir il est
impossible λ dtabΙir une €thique ferme, lorsque elles permettent des optiques
d6terministes, qui plus ou moins ne laissent pas des marges λ la responsabi-
lit€ personnelle, c,est-a-dire λ l'6loge ou au blλme personneΙ.

Mots-cl6s: Ρosidonius, Naess, compassion, identification, stoΙque,
Εcologie Ρrofonde, Εcosophie Τ, kosmikon pμ' Ιogοs, 6thique
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